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Abstract

We examine the asymptotic, or large-time, behaviour of the semigroup
kernel associated with a finite sum of homogeneous subcoercive op
erators acting on a connected Lie group of polynomial growth. If the
group is nilpotent we prove that the kernel is bounded by a convolution
of two Gaussians whose orders correspond to the highest and lowest
orders of the homogeneous subcoercive components of the generator.
Moreover we establish precise asymptotic estimates on the difference
of the kernel and the kernel corresponding to the lowest order homo
geneous component. We also prove boundedness of a range of Riesz
transforms with the range again determined by the highest and lowest
orders. Finally we analyze similar properties on general groups of poly
nomial growth and establish positive results for local direct products
of compact and nilpotent groups.
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1 Introduction

The asymptotic properties of the semigroup kernels associated with homogeneous subco
ercive operators acting on Lie groups of polynomial growth have been analyzed in recent
papers [ERSl] [ERS2] [DERS] and [Dun]. In particular it was shown in [ERS2] that for
second-order operators the kernel and its derivatives satisfy good large time Gaussian
bounds if, and only if, the group G is a local direct product, G = ]{ X IN, of a com
pact group ]{ and a nilpotent group N. Then Dungey [Dun] established that the kernels
corresponding to a large class of homogeneous operators of order four or more have good
Gaussian bounds if, and only if, G = ]{ XI N. In this paper we examine the asymptotics
of the kernels associated with inhomogeneous operators H acting on these direct product
groups. The inhomogeneous operator is defined as the sum of homogeneous subcoercive
operators Hmi of different orders mi. Our main conclusion establishes that the highest
order m determines the local, short-time, behaviour but the lowest order m plays the dom
inant role for the global, long-time, behaviour. For example, if G is nilpotent the kernel
can be bounded by a convolution of two Gaussians, the first of order m and the second of
order m, but can only be bounded by a single Gaussian if m = m or G is compact.

Good asymptotic bounds for the derivatives of the kernels of second-order operators are
related to boundedness of the Riesz transforms of all orders [ERS2]. Similar relationships
are true for the inhomogeneous situation but there are a range of Riesz transforms to
consider. The range is delineated in terms of the order of the singularities, local and
global, of the semigroup kernel, i.e., by the parameters m and m.

Throughout the following G denotes a connected Lie group with polynomial growth,
(bi-invariant) Haar measure dg and Lie algebra g. One can associate a subelliptic right
invariant distance (g, h) I-t d'(g; h) with a fixed algebraic basis aI, ... ,ad' of g. Let 9 I-t

Ig/' = d'(g j e), where e is the identity element of G, denote the corresponding modulus.
Then the Haar measure IB'(g; p)l of the subelliptic ball B'(g; p) = {h E G : Igh-ll' < p} is
independent of g. Set V(p) = IB'(g; p)l. Next, for all i E {I, ... , d'} let Ai = dL(ai) denote
the generator of left L translations acting on the classical function spaces in the direction
ai. Multiple derivatives are denoted with multi-index notation, e.g., if 0' = (ill"" in) E

J(d') = U~o{l, ... , d'}k then Aa = AI'" An and 10'1 = n. If p E [1,00], n E Nand
the function space equals Lp then we set L~;n = nlal=n D(Aa). (In general we adopt the
notation of [Rob] and [ElRl].)

Next for all r E N let g(d', r) denote the nilpotent Lie algebra with d' generators which
is free of step 1'. Thus g(d', r) is the quotient of the free Lie algebra with d' generators
by the ideal generated by the commutators of order at least r + 1. Further let G(d', r)
be the connected simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g(d', r). It is automatically
a non-compact group. We call G(d', r) the nilpotent Lie group on d' generators free of
step r and use the notation 9 = g(d', r), G = G(d', r) for brevity. Generally we add a
tilde to distinguish between quantities associated with G and those associated with G.
For example, we denote the generators of 9 by 0,1" .. ,ad" We also set Lp = Lp ( G; dg)
and Lp = Lp ( Gj dg) and denote the corresponding norms by II . lip and II . lip. The~the
norm of an operator X on Lp is denoted by IIXllp--+p and the norm of an operator X on
Lp by IIXllp-.p. One simple example of this construction is for the Abelian nilpotent group
G = Tn. Then G= R n.
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Let 1TL be an even positive integer and for every multi-index a with lal = m let Co E C.
The homogeneous m-th order operator

Hm = L coAo ,
lol==m

with domain D(Hm ) = L~;m, is defined [ElRl] to be subcoercive of step r if the com
parison operator

Hm = L cexA
ex

lol=m

satisfies a Garding inequality on L2, i.e., there exists a {J,m > 0 such that

Re(ep, Hmep) 2: {J,m L IIAexepll~
J()\=m/2

(1)

uniformly for all ep E C';'(G). We let f-lm denote the largest value of {J,m for which this is
satisfied and refer to this as the ellipticity constant. Note that it follows from this definition
that there is a Om E (0,11"/2] such that eiB H is subcoercive of step r for all 0 E (-Om, Om).
It also follows, but this is less evident, that subcoercivity of step r implies subcoercivity of
step s for all s :::; r (see [ElR3], Corollary 3.6).

Now let {mjh<j<k be a family of even positive integers with m = 1/1,1 > m2 > ... >
mk = m. We consider inhomogeneous operators

k

H=LHmj ,

j==1

again with domain D(H) = L~;m' and now H is defined to be strongly subcoercive of
step r if each of the homogeneous components HmJ is subcoercive of step r. The highest
order m and the lowest order m of the operators occurring in the sum will playa key role
in all subsequent estimates. Then the operator H generates a holomorphic semigroup S
with a kernel J(.

The asymptotic properties of homogeneous subcoercive operators and their kernels
have been analyzed in [ERSt] and [ERS2]. Using the weighted formalism of [NRS] and
[ElR4] we will generalize the earlier estimates for homogeneous operators to inhomogeneous
operators. In Section 2 we consider nilpotent groups N, in Section 3 we discuss why some
of our conclusions are not necessarily valid for general groups of polynomial growth and in
Section 4 we analyze local products G = J( Xl N.

2 Nilpotent groups

In this section we assume that G is a connected nilpotent Lie group of rank r. Our first
aim is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1 Assume G is a connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra of rank r
and that the inhomogeneous operator H is strongly subcoercive of step r. The following are
valid.
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I. For all a E J(d' ) andj E {l, ... ,k} one has D(H1cxl/mj) ~ D(ACX) and there exists a
c > 0 such that

IIAcxcpliz :::; c IIHlcxl/mjcpllz

f01' all cp E D(H1cxl/m j). In particular, f01' all a E J (d') there exists a c > 0 such that

IIAcxcpllz :::; c (1IH1cxl/mcpllz/\ IIH1cxl/!!!ccpllz)

for all cp E D( H1cxl/m) n D(H1cxl/!!!c).

II. For all a E J (d' ) there exist b, c > 0 such that

I(ACX I<t)(g)1 :::; c (r 1cxl /m/\ r 1cxl /m) (G~;) * G~;»(g)

( ) / ((I I,)n _l)l/(n-l)for all 9 E G and t > 0, where Gb~ (g) = V(t)-l ne-b 9 t .
Alternatively, for all a E J (d' ) there exist b, c > 0 such that

I(AcxI<t) (g) I ~ c(r1cxllm 1\ r 1cxl /m) (V(tt 1/m /\ V(tt1/!!!c) (e~;)(g) V e~;)(g»)

for all 9 E G and t > 0, where e~~\g) = e-bt(\gl't-1)n/(n-l)

Subsequently, in Theorem 2.11, we establish that the lowest order part Hm of H de
termines its asymptotic behaviour by deriving good large t estimates on the difference
I<t - I<t(!!!c), where I«m) is the kernel of the semigroup generated by Hm. Despite the fact

that I<t approaches I<;m) asymptotically it is not usually bounded by a Gaussian of order m,
or any other order, uniformly for all t. This statement is made precise in Proposition 2.14.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be given in a series of lemmas, propositions and corollaries
which give extra detail on the asymptotics. For example, Proposition 2.10 gives several
alternative formulations of the kernel bounds.

The first useful observation is that subcoercivity combined with nilpotency implies the
strong Garding inequality.

Lemma 2.2 If Hm is a homogeneous subcoercive operator of step l' and order m with
ellipticity constant flm then

Re(cp, Hmcp) 2: pm L IIAcxcpll~
Icxl=m/z

f01' all c.p E L~;m (G ; dg) .

Proof Let ~m = LIO'I==m/z(Acx)* ACX on Lz(G) and Lim be the comparable operator on

Lz(G). If p E (O,Pm) then the Garding inequality (1) for Hm on Lz(G) implies that
Re(Hm - flLi m) 2: o. Thus the semigroup generated by Hm- pLim is contractive. But then
it follows from the transference arguments of [ERSl], Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.2, that
the semigroup generated by Hm - P~m is also contractive. Hence Re( Hm - P~m) 2: 0 and
the lemma follows. 0

It follows straightforwardly from this lemma that there are p,!!:.. > 0 such that the
strongly subcoercive, inhomogeneous, operator H satisfies the estimates

Re(c.p, Hc.p) 2: p L IIAcxcpll~ +l!.. L II Acxcpll;
Jal==m/Z Icxl=!!!cIZ

:3

(2)



for all 'P E L;;m(G; dg). We call (2) the strong Garding inequality for the (inhomogeneous)
operator H.

The main idea in the subsequent analysis of the inhomogeneous operator H is the
introduction of a second comparison system consisting of k copies of the original system
weighted in such a way that H is a weighted homogeneous operator. To this end we
introduce a family C1," . ,Ckd' of elements of 9 which contains k copies of the algebraic
basis al, . .. , ad" Then for I E {I, ... , kd'} we consider the elements CI of 9 with weights

WI defined by C(j-l)d'+i = ai and W(j-l)d'+i = mlmj for i E {I, ... , d'} and j E {I, ... , k}.
The weighted length Ila\\ of the multi-index 0: = (h, ... ,In) E J(kd') is defined by Ilal\ =
2:;==1 Wlp ' Then with these definitions one can write H in the form

H = :L bex Ccx .
IIcxll==m

The component Hmj of H is expressed in terms of the j-th copy of the algebraic basis
a1, ... ,ad' and although it has unweighted order mj it has weighted order m. Thus H is
homogeneous with respect to the weighted structure with weighted order m.

Next consider the nilpotent Lie algebra gk which is free of (unweighted) step rand
with generators Cl, ... ,Ckd" Thus if 0: = (h, ... ,ln) then the (unweighted) order of the
commutator

C[ex] = [CIl' [... [Cln_l ' Cln]•..J]

is defined to be n and all commutators in.9k of order greater or equal to r+ 1 are assumed to
vanish. Thus.9k is the quotient of the free Lie algebra with kd' generators Cl, with weights
WI, by the ideal generated by the commutators of unweighted order at least r + 1. Note that
the maps 1't(CI) = tW1Cl, with t > 0, extend to dilations on .9k' (Cf. [EIR4], Example 2.7.)
Let Ch denote the connected simply connected homogeneous Lie group with Lie algebra
gk and I. I' the modulus on Ch associated with the algebraic basis C1, . .. ,Ckd' and weights

WI, ... , Wkd'. It follows that there are c > °and DEN such that C-
I

/
5 :::; V(p) :::; cpD

for all p > 0, where V(p) is the Haar measure of the balls .8(g; p) defined in terms of the
modulus \ . I'.

One can now define the natural extension H of H to the spaces Lp(Ch) by

H = L bexCex
lI ex ll==m

The operator H is again homogeneous with weighted order m and the next lemma states
that it is a subcoercive operator on L2 ( Ch).

Lemma 2.3 If the inhomogeneous operator H is strongly subcoercive of step r then the
homogeTLe?:!:..s weighted operator H is weighted subcoercive on L 2 (Ch), i. e., there is a JL > 0
such that H satisfies the Carding inequality

Re(ep,Hep)?-IL :L IICexepll~
\Iexll==m/2

uniformly for all ep E C~(Ok).
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Proof The lemma is a weighted version of Lemma 3.10 of [ElR3], using [ElR4], Theorem
9.2.IV instead of [ElR3], Theorem 3.3.III. 0

The operator H can now be analyzed by examining the homogeneous operator H on
the free group Ch and then projecting down to G as in [ERSI]. The projection technique
requires the introduction of an appropriate homomorphism from 9k to g. There exists a
unique Lie algebra homomorphism A: 9k f-t 9 such that A(Cl) = c/ for all 1E {I, ... , kd'}
and this lifts to a homomorphism 11": Gk f-t G by the exponential map. Explicitly,

11" = exp oA 0 exp-l

where exp:9k f-t Gk and exp:g f-t G. For any finite measure ji on Gk let 1I"*(ji) denote the
image measure on G. Then the map 11"*: M(G) --7 M(G) is also contractive (see [ERSI],
Section 2).

Using transference techniques one can next prove the first statement of Theorem 2.1.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.1 We follow the reasoning of [ERSI], Section 4. First for all
(3 E J (kd') introduce the regularized transforms

Rf3;v,e = Cf3 (111 + Htllf3ll/m(I + c:H)-N

with c: > 0 and N a suitably large positive integer. The factor (I + c:H)-N reduces the
singularity of the kernels kf3jll,e of these operators by the introduction of a factor fJ f-t

(lfJl,)Nm. Therefore if N is sufficiently large the kernels are integrable although the norms
Ilkf3;v,elh diverge as 11 tOOl' c t O. But RfJj/l,e is bounded on L2 = LZ(Gk) uniformly in 11
and c. In particular

IIRf3;v,eI12-o2 :::; IICf3(1I1 +H)-IIf3II/mI1 2-o2 = IICf3(I +H)-IIf3I1/mll i --+2

where the estimate follows from contractivity and the equality by scaling.
Now if kf3j/l,e is the kernel of the operator

Rf3;v,e = Cf3 (111 +H)-IIf3II/m(I +c:H)-N

one has kf3 ;lI,e = 1I"*(kf3jll,e), where we identify Ll-functions with complex measures, and
hence

IIRf3;v,ellz-02 = IILG(kf3 ;v,e)IIz-oz :::; IILck (kf3 ;1I,e)lli-02 = IIRf3 ;1I,eI12_i .

So the norm of Rf3 ;v,e is bounded uniformly in 11 and c on L2(G). Then, taking limits
as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 of [ERSI], but using Theorem 9.2.IV of [ElR4] instead of
Theorem 3.3.III of [ElR3], one deduces that D(HIIf3II/m) ~ D(Cf3) and

IICf3'Pllz :::; I/Cf3(I + H)-llfJlI/mlli-021IHIIf3II/m'Pllz

for all 'P E D(HIIf3I1/m) and (3 E J (kd').
Finally let Q = (il , ... , in) E J(d') and j E {I, ... , k}. Introduce the multi-index (3 by

(3 = ((j - I)d' +i l , ... , (j - I)d' + in). Then D(H1o:l/mi ) = D(HIIf3I1/m) ~ D(CfJ) = D(AO:)
and

IIAO:'P112 = IICfJ'Pllz :::; IICI3(I + Htlll3ll/mI12->21IHIIf3II/m'P112

= IICI3(I +Htllf3ll/mI12--+2 IIHlo:l/mJ'P11z

for all 'P E D(H1o:l/mi ).

The foregoing proof has two immediate corollaries.

5
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Corollary 2.4 FoT' all n E N and all a E J(d') with nm ~ lal ~ nm the're exists a c> 0
such that

Proof It follows as in the proof of Lemma IlL3.3 of [Rob] that there exists a c > 0 such
that

IIA
a

<p112 ~ c (IJf~~ IIAf3<p112 + I~C;~ II A'Y<p II2)
for all <p E C~(G). Then the corollary follows from Theorem 2.1.1 and density. 0

Corollary 2.5 FoT' all n E Nand j E {1, ... ,k} there exists a c > 0 such that

IIAa<pllz ~ £nmi-laIIIHn<p112 +c£- lal ll<p112

for all a E J(d') with lal < nmj, £ > 0 and <p E D(Hn).

Proof
lary 2.4.

This follows from the subelliptic analogue of [Rob], Lemma IlL3.3, and Corol
o

Our next aim is to prove the second statement of Theorem 2.1, the kernel bounds, and
to this end we examine the Davies perturbation

Sf = Up StU;l

of the semigroup S where 'I/J E Cb (G) is real-valued, pER and Up denotes the operator
of multiplication by the function e-P'I/J on L2. Following Dungey [Dun] we consider a one
parameter family ('l/JR)R>O of functions defined by

where the TJR are cutoff functions of the type considered in [ERS2], Section 2. These are
a family of COO-functions (TJR)R>O for which there exist (7 > 0 and for all multi-indices a a
Ca > 0 such that SUPPTJR C Bit, 0 ~ TJR ~ 1, TJR(g) = 1 for all 9 E B~R and

(3)

uniformly for R > 0 and a E J(d'). (These cutoff functions exist because G is nilpotent,
[ERS2], Theorem 4.5.)

Now let H p denote the corresponding Davies perturbation of H,

where Up is now the operator of multiplication with e-P'I/JR and, for simplicity, we omit any
notational dependence on R. Then for each n E N it is clear that H; - Hn is a polynomial
in the Ai of (unweighted) order nm - 1 with coefficients which are polynomials in p of
order at most nm. But

(4)

and the special properties of the cutoff functions lead to the following estimates.
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Lemma 2.6 There exists a c > °such that

k

I(<p, Hp<p) - (<p,H<p)1 ~ E Re(<p,H<p) + C LE-mj+1Iplmjll<p/l~
j=l

for all <p E C~(G) uniformly for E E (0,1], R E (0,00) and pER with Ipl ~ R-1 •

Proof If Hj,p = UpHmj U;l then it follows as in [Dun], Proposition 4.1, using the strong
Garding inequality (2), that for all j E {I, ... , k} there exists a c > °such that

I(<p, Hj,p<p) - (<p,Hmj<p)1 ~ E Re(<p,H<p) + cE-mj+Ilplmjll<pll~

for all <p E C~(G) uniformly for E E (0,1], R E (0,00) and pER with Ipl ~ R-1. Then
the lemma follows by addition. 0

Corollary 2.7 There exists a c> °such that

and

I(<p, Hp<p) 1~ c Re(<p, H <p) +c(lplm + Iplm) 11<p11~

f01' all <p E D(H), R E (0,00) and pER with Ipl ~ R-1
•

Proof This follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6.

Next introduce OH by

()H = sup{() E (0,71',/2] : V7jE[-O,O] [e i7)H is a strongly subcoercive operator of step r]}
Thus ()H is a lower bound for the angle of the sector on which Sis holomorphic.

Lemma 2.8 There exist c, w > °and ()o E (0, ()H) such that

/IS:lk....2 ~ ew(lplm+lpl!!!.)lzl

and
IIHp SflI2->2 ~ cC1ew (lplm+lpl!!!.)t

for all t > 0, z E C\{o} with Iarg zl ~ ()o, R E (0,00) and pER with Ipl ~ R-1
•

Proof Let c > °be as in Corollary 2.7. Then for all z E C with Iarg zl ~ ()o

2-1()H /\ arctan(2c)-1 and <p E L 2 one has

~ IIS:i9t<Pll~ = -2 Re(S:i9 t<P, e
iO

HpS:i9t<P)

~ -2 cos () Re(S:i9 t<P, HpS:i9t<P) + 21 sin ()/I(S:i9t<P, HpS:i9t<P) I

~ -2 cos () (2-1Re(S:i9 t<P, H S:i9t<P) - c(lplm + Ipjm) IIS:i9t<PII~)

+ 21 sin ()! (c Re(S:i9 t<P, H S:i9 t<P) + c(lplm + jplm) II S:i9t<plln

~ 4c(lplm + Iplm) 11<p11~

7
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for all t > O. Hence
IIS~1I2-42 S e2c(lplm+lpl!!!.)lz l

uniformly for all z E C\{O} with Iarg zl s 00, R E (0, (0) and pER with Ipl 2: R- 1
.

Then using the Cauchy integral representation (see, for example, [Rob] Lemma III.4.4, or
[Dav] Lemma 2.38) one obtains bounds

uniformly for all pER and all t > O. The estimates of the lemma then follow by slightly
increasing the value of w. 0

The following lemma is the key to estimating derivatives of the perturbed semigroup.

Lemma 2.9 For all a E J(d') and j E {I, ... , k} there exists a c > 0 such that

IIAQ'Sfl12--+2 ~ c CIQ'I/mj ew(lplm+lpl!!!.)t

for all t > 0, R E (0,00) and pER with Ipl2: R-1 •

Proof Let n E N such that nmj > lal. It follows by induction from (4) that for all
f3 E J(d') with nm ~ 1f31 ~ nm there are Cf3,'Y,Yl"",'YN E R such that

Up Af3U;Iep - A(3ep = L Cf3,'Ym"",'YN(pR)N (A'Yl1]R) ... (A'YN1]R)A'Yep (5)

where the sum is over all N E {1, ... ,If3!}, all, E J(d') with III < 1f31 and 'b .. ·,'N E
J+(d') with 1111 +... + liN I+ 1,1 = 1f31· Consider one term in this sum. Since I,ll + ... +
I,NI- N 2: °and R-I

~ Ipl one has

l(pRtlll(A'Yl 1JR) ... (A'YN 1JR )A'YepIl2 ~ IplN ~l .. ,~N R-(hl 1+· ..+hNI-N) \IA'YepI12

~ Iplh11+...+I'YNI C'YI ... C'YN II A'Yep II 2 (6)

by (3). But by Corollary 2.5 one has bounds

uniformly for all E > °and 1,1 < nm. Hence

for all E > O. Therefore taking e = 8Ipl-I, and adding the various terms, it follows that
there is a c' > 0 such that

for all ep E D(Hn) and 8 E (0,1]. Choosing 8 appropriately one deduces that there is a
c" > 0 such that

IIHn epl12 ~ 211H;ep112 +c"(\p\nm + Ipln!!!:.) IIepl12

for all ep E D(Hn), R E (0,00) and pER with Ipl2: R- I
.
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Next it follows from Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 2.8 that there exist e, W > 0 such that

I/AO:SflI2--+2 ~ c:nmj-10:1I/HnSflI2--+2 +c£-10:1I/SflI2--+2

~ £nmj-lo:l (2 I/H; S[I I2--+2 + elf (Iplnm + Ipln!R) I/Sf 112--+2) +e£-10:11ISflI2--+2

~ (£nmj-10:1(2(c11,C l t + elf (Iplnm + !pln!R)) +c£-Ial) ew(\plm+lpl!!!.)t

for all t > 0, £ > 0, R E (0,00) and pER with Ipl ~ R- l
. Then the lemma follows by

setting c = t l
/

m
] and making an elementary estimate. 0

We now have sufficient preparation to prove the second statement of Theorem 2.1, the
kernel bounds.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.11 For each m, 11, EN, t > 0 and b, w > 0 with 111, ~ 11, introduce
the functions G(n) N(m,n) E(m,n). G -+ R byb,t' w,t , b,t .

Gb~)(9) = V(tt l /ne-b(loJ')nt-l)l/(n-l) = V(t)-1/ne-bt(lgl'C1)n/(n-l) ,
,

N~~,n)(g) = (V(t)-l/m 1\ V(t)-l/n) ~~t e-plol'+w(pm+pn)t

and

E~;,n)(g) = (V(t)-l/m 1\ V(tt l/n) (e_b(lgl,)mt-l)l/(m-l) V e_b(lgl')nCI)l/(n-l))

= { (V(tt 1/m 1\ V(ttl/n)e-bt(lgl't-l)m/(m-l) if Igl' ~ t ,

(V(tt l /m 1\ V(t)-1/n)e-bt(lol't-1)n/(n-l) if Igl' ~ t .

It will be a consequence of Proposition 2.10 that N~,,;,n)(g) > 0 and that the four functions
G(m) * G(n) G(n) * G(m) N(m,n) and E(m,n) are comparable.b,t b,t' b,t b,t' w,t b,t

We initially prove bounds for the kernel expressed in terms of N~~,m). This is accom
plished in two steps. First we derive uniform bounds.

Fix j E {I, ... ,k} and 11, E N such that nm > (D' V D)/2. Then n1T1.i > (D' V D)/2.
In the Sobolev inequality ([Dun], Lemma 3.1)

(7)

one replaces ep by AaStep and notes that one has bounds

for each I E J( d') uniformly for all t > 0, by Theorem 2.1.1. It follows that there exists a
c> 0 such that

Repeating the argument with lad = 0 and H* and S; replacing Hand St yields

9



for a suitable c' > O. Hence

uniformly for all t > O. Since this is valid for all j it follows that there is a c > 0 such that

for all i > O.
Next we extend these bounds to establish that there exist c, w > 0 such that

I(Aa Kt)(g)1 ~ c (cIQ1 /m 1\ clal/!!i)N~~,m)(g)

(8)

(9)

for all i > 0 and 9 E G. Again, fix j E {1, ... , k} and n E N with mn > (D' V D)/2.
Substituting A a Sf<p for <p in the Sobolev inequality (7) yields

IIAQSfcplloo ~ C V(i)-1/(2mj)(IIAQSfcpll2 + in max IIA13 Sfcp112)
113I::::nm}+lal

and substituting the bounds of Lemma 2.9 gives

IIAC>Sflk-..oo ~ c' V(tt1/(2m j)rlal/m} ew(pm+p~)t

Arguing by duality one obtains

IIAaSflh-.oo ~ c V(tt 1/ mj rlal/mj ew(pm+p~)t

Thus there exist c, w > 0 such that

IIAO:Sflk-+oo ~ c(V(i)-l/m 1\ V(i)-l/!!i) (r lal/m 1\ clal/m)ew(pm+p!!!.)t

for all i > 0, pER and R > 0 such that Ipl ~ R-1 • Then by a combination with (3), (5)
and arguing as in (6) one establishes the estimates

II UpAoU;l Sflh-.oo ~ c' (V(i t 1/ m1\ V(t)-l/!!i) L Ipllal-l'Yl (c1o: l/m1\ C1c¥1/!!i) ew'(pm+~)t
bl~lo:l

~ c"(V(t)-l/m 1\ V(it1/!!i) (clo: l/m 1\ clal/m)ewff(pm+p!'!.)t .

Then in particular

I(AC¥Kt)(g)1 ~ clf (V(i)-l/m 1\ V(tt1/m) (r lal /m 1\ r IO:l/m)ewff (pm+ p!!l.)t eP('/JR(9)-'/IR(e)

uniformly for all t > 0, 9 E G, pER and R > 0 such that Ipl ~ R-1
• Now for 9 #- e one

sets R = Igl' > 0 so that 'lfJR(g) = 0 and 1/JR(e) = Igl'. Then

I(AC>Kt}(g) I ~ c (V(tt 1/ m 1\ V(t)-l/!!i) (clc>l/m 1\ clal/m)ew(pm+p!!l.)t-plgl' (10)

whenever 9 E G and p > 0 are such that Igl' ~ p-l. On the other hand, for 9 E G and
p > 0 such that Igl' ~ p-l, one has

and thus the bounds (10) follow from the uniform bounds (8). Hence (10) holds for all
9 E G and p > 0, and the proof of the bounds (9) is complete.

The bounds of the theorem now follow from Statement I of the next proposition.
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Proposition 2.10 Let m, n E N with m ~ n ~ 2.

I. F01' all b, w > 0 there exist b', c, w' > 0 such that

N(m,n) < E(m,n)
w,t - b',t ,

E(m,n) < G(m) G(n)
b,t - C b',t * b',t ,

G(m) G(n) G(n) G(m)
b,t * b,t::; c b',t * b' ,t

and

f01' all t > o.
II. For all b > 0 there exist b', c > 0 such that

G(m) < G(m) G(n)
b,t _ C b',t * b',t

and
G(m) G(n) < G(m)

b,t * b,t - C b' ,t

for all t E (0,1].

III. Fo'r all b > 0 there exist b', c > 0 such that

G(n) G(m) G(n)
b,t ::; c b',t * b',t

for all t ~ 1.

IV. For all b > 0 and c > 0 there exists a c > 0 such that

G(m) G,(m) G(m)
b,t * Tb,s ::; c b-e,t+s

uniformly for all t, s > o.

(11)

Proof Without loss of generality we may assume the normalization V(l) = l.
First let w ~ 1, 9 E G and t > O. If Igl' ::; t then with p = 2-1(lgl'(nwtt1)1/(n-l) one

has

_plgl' +w(pm + pn)t

= _((lgl'tc1 )l/(n-l)(nwr 1/(n-l)2-1(1 _2-(n-l)n-1pm-n _ 2-(n-l)n-1)

::; _4-1(nw)-1/(n-l)((lgl'tc1)1/(n-l) .

Alternatively, if Igl' ~ t then with p = 2-1(m,w)-m/n(lgl'(mwt)-1)1/(m-l) one has

-pig I' +w(pm + pn)t = _((lgl,)mC1)1/(m-l)(mw)-1/(m-l)2-1(mw)-m/n .

. (1 - 8m - 1m-1 _ 8n-lm-l(mw)(m-n)/(m-l)(lgl'clt(m-n)/(n-l))

::; _4-1(mw)-m((lgl')mC1)1/(m-l) ,

11



where

N(m,n)( ) < E(m,n)( )
w,t 9 - b' ,t 9 ,

where b' = 4-I(mwtm.
Secondly, fix b> O. Then for all g, h E G one has

(lgh-1nm/(m-l) ~ 2m/(m-l) ((Ig!,)m/(m-l) + (Ihl,)m/(m-l»)

~ 2n/(n-l) ((Ig/,)m/(m-l) + (Ihl,)m/(m-l») ,

so
e(:n)(gh-l ) ~ e(m)(g) e(m)(h)

b ,t b,t b,t

for all t > 0 where b' = 2-n/(n-l)b, ,

for all q E N\{I} and e~r!t is defined analogously. Similarly,

e(~)(h-lg) > e(n)(h) e(n)(g)
b ,t - b,t b,t

for all g, h E G and t > O.
Thirdly, if t ~ 1 and 9 E G then

(Gl~l * Gl~~)(g) = V(tt l/mV(tt l/n fa dh ei~2(h) ei~~(h-lg)

~ V(tt l/mV(tt l/n fa dh el~(h) el~)(h) ei~)(g)

~ V(tt l/ne(n\g) V(tt l/m ( dh e(:n)(h) e(nl(h)
b,t J{hEG:lhl'9} b ,t b,t

But if Ihl' ~ t then el~)(h) ~ el;)(h). Moreover, tl/m ~ t since t ~ 1. Therefore

1 ( l)l/(m-l)
C = inf V( s )-l/m dh e-2b (Ihl')m s -

s>O {hEG:Jhl'::;sl/m}

An elementary estimate shows that c > O. Similarly

(Gi~l * Gi\~)(g) = V(t)-l/m V(tt l/n fa dh ei~l(gh-l) el~~(h)

> V(t)-I/mV(t)-I/n ( dh e(m)(g) e(m)(h) e(~)(h)
- JG b,t b,t b ,t

~ C V(tt l/nei;)(g)

12



Since V (1) = 1, by normalization, it follows that

E (m,n) < -1 G(m) G(n)
b,t - C b',t * b',t

for all t ~ 1.
Finally, if t ~ 1 then

(G~~l * G~~~)(g) = V(tt 1/mV(tt 1/n fa dh e~r:)(gh-1) e~~~(h)

~ V(t)-l/m V(t)-l/n f dh e~~)(g) e~~)(h) e~~~(h)
J{hEG:lhl /:::;tl/m} , , ,

~ V(t)-l/m e(m)(g) V(t)-l/n f dh e-beb~~(h)
b,t J{hEG:l hl/:::;tl/m} ,

~ e-bV(tt1/me(m)(g) V(t)-l/n f dh eb~~(h)
b,t J{hEG:lhl /:::;tl/n} '

~ C1 e-bV(tt1/me~~)(g) ,

where
c1=infV(st1/n f dhe~~~(h»O

89 J{hEG:lhl/~sl/n}'

Obviously e~~)(g) ~ 1 ~ ebe~~)(g) for all 9 E G with Igl' ~ t. Alternatively, if Igl' ~ t then

eb~)(9) :s eb~)(9)' So

E (m,n) < -1 2b G(m) G(n)
b,t - C1 e b',t * b',t

for all t :s 1. This completes the proof of the estimate (11).
Next fix b > O. Since eplgl ' ~ eplh'leP\h-lgl' for all p > 0 and g, h E G it follows that

ePlgl'(G(m)*G(n))(g) < f dhG(m) (h)e(m) (h)eP1hl'G(n) (h- 1g)e(n) (h-1g)ePlh-lgl'
b,t b,t - JG b/2,t b/2,t b/2,t b/2,t

< ew(pm+pn)t f dh G(m) (h) G(n) (h -1 g)
- JG b/2,t b/2,t

:s c(V(tt1/m /\ V(tt1/n)eW (pm+ pn)t

for all t > 0, 9 E G and p > 0, where c = max(sups>o IIGli},sIll,sups>o IIGli!.slh) < 00,

w = max(m-1(2b-1(1 - m-1))m-\ n-1(2b- 1(1 - n-1))n-1) and and the e~/L are as before.
So

G(m) * G(n) < c N(m,n)
b,t b,t - w,t

for all t > O. Since (G(n) * G(m))(g) = (G(m) * G(n))(g-l) and N(m,n)(g) = N~rr;,n)(g-l) thisb,t b,t b,t b,t w,t ,
completes the proof of Statement 1.

Since
G~~)(g) = V(t)-l/m 19t e-plgl'+wpmt (12)

for all t > 0 and 9 E G, where w = m-1 (b- 1 (1 - m-1))m-1 the estimates of Statement II
follow from those of Statement 1.

The estimate of Statement III follows from the equality (12), with Tn replaced by n,

together with the bounds of Statement 1.
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Finally, if b, c > 0 then

erlgl' (G(m) * G(m»)(g):::; [ dh G(m)(h) e(:) (h) erlhl' G(m)(h-1g) e(:) (h-1g) erlh-lgl'b,t b,s JG e,t b e,t e,s be,s

< ewpm(Hs)1dh G(m)(h) G(m)(h-1g)
- G e,t e,s

:::; c (V(tt 1/m 1\ V(st1/m) ewpm(t+s)

for all t, s > 0, 9 E G and p > 0, where c = suPu>o IIGt~? IiI < 00 and w = m-1((b
ct1(1- m-1))m-l. But there is a c' > 0 such that V(t) V V(s) ~ c' V(t + s) uniformly for
all t, s > O. So

(Gb~tt) *Gb~»)(9):::; c(c't1/ m ~gte-plgl'V(t+stl/meWpm(t+s) = c(c't1/mGb:;,HS(g)

for all 9 E G. This proves Statement IV.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.11.

o

o

The next theorem establishes that ]{t converges in a strong sense to the kernel ]{iJ2l) of
Hm as t ~ 00, but we subsequently argue that one cannot usually expect simple Gaussian
bounds for ]{.

Theorem 2.11 Suppose G is a connected nilpotent Lie group and k ~ 2. Let]{ and ]{(J2l)

denote the kemels associated with Hand Hm. Set l/ = (mk-l - mk)/rnk. Then for all
a E J( d') there exist b, c > °such that

I(Aa ]{t)(g) - (Aa]{t(!!l»)(g)! :::; crllr1al/!!l (Gb;) * Gb;»)(9)

for all 9 E G and t ~ 1.

Proof First consider the case lal < m. Let Up denote the multiplication operators used
in the foregoing discussion of the Davies perturbation. Since

where 8(m) is the semigroup generated by H m it suffices to prove that

IIUp(AO' 8t - AO'S(!!l»)U;llh--+oo :::; crllrIO'I/!!l V(t)-I/m ew(pm+pl!.!.)t

for some c, w > 0 and all t ~ 1 and all pER. Then the bounds in terms of Gb7) * Gb;)
follow from Proposition 2.10. The foregoing estimates can, however, be derived by use of
the Duhamel formula

U (AO' 8 - AO'S(m»)U-1 = lot ds U AaS(!!ll(H - H )8 U-1
p t t P P t-s m s po -

and the earlier kernel bounds.
The difference H - Hm is a linear combination of monomials AJ3 with 1nk-l :::; 1131 :::; m.

But one has estimates
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for t ~ 1 and all a,13 E J(d') with lal < m. These are established in two steps. First, if
s E [0, t /2] then

IIUpACYS~~ A/3SsU;1Ih-+= :::; IIUpACY S~~] A(3U;1Ih-+ooIIS:lh-+1

:::; IIUpAaS{~S)/2U;1112-+=IIUpS{~S)/2A(3U;1Ih-+21IS:111-+1

Each term in the product can be bounded by integration of the kernel bounds given in
Theorem 2.1.11. One finds bounds

IIUpAaS~~A.BSsU;1111-+00 :::; c(t - s)-(la l+ I(3I)/m V(t - st1/m. eW(p71l+ p!!!.)t

S c' r(lo'I+I.BI)/m. V( t )-1/m. ew(pm+p!!!.)t

for all t ~ 1 where the latter bound uses (t - s) ~ t /2. Integration over [0, t /2] then gives a
bound of the same form as the right hand side of (13). Secondly, for s E [t/2, t] one makes
the alternative estimate

Integration of the kernel bounds now gives

II
U ACYS(m.) A(3S U-1 11 < c(t - s)-Ial/m.s-I.BI/m. V(S)-1/m. eW(P71l+ p!!!.)tp t-s s p 1-+00_

:::; c' (t - s)-lal/m.rl.BI/m. V(tt1/m.eW(pnl+pll.)t

Since jal/m < 1 this bound is integrable for s E [t/2, t] and on integration one again
obtains the same form as the right hand side of (13).

Since the expression for H - Hm only contains terms with 1131 ~ mk-1 it follows that

for t ~ 1 and the proof for lad < m is complete.
The proof for lal ~ m requires a somewhat more complicated argument. One now

starts from the Duhamel formula

Note that by duality the operator S{i=!s)/2(Hm - H) extends to a bounded operator whose
norm has a possible singularity at s = t. But there is no singularity at s = O. Similarly
(Hm - H)Ss has a possible singularity at s = 0 but there is no singularity at s = t. Next if
one expa.nds Hm - H = Lmk_l ~1.BI~m C.BAf3 and if ]{(m.).B denotes the kernel of the opera.tor

S~m.) A.B then the Duhamel formula gives
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for all t > 0 and 9 E G. Note that K('!!1·)f3 satisfies Gaussian bounds: there exist b, c > 0
such that IK~m)f3(g)1 :::; et- 1f3I/mG1;) (g) uniformly for all 1,81 ::::; m, t > 0 and 9 E G. Hence
if a E J(d') then

(14)

+ L Cf3i
t
dsldhK~::-}(h)(A(YL(h)A{3Ks)(g)

mk-l ~!I3I~m t/2 G

for all t > 0 and 9 E G. We estimate the two terms separately. Using the kernel estimates
of Theorem 2.1.II and Proposition 2.10 for the contribution over the interval [0, t/2] gives

ft/2 a (m) (!!i)f3
J
o

ds I((A K(t-s)/2) * K(t-S)/2 * Ks)(g)1

< C ft/2 ds (t _ s)-(lal+1f31)/m.(dm.) * G(m.) * (G(m.) *G(m)))(g)- Jo b,(t-s)/2 b,(t-s)/2 b,s b,s

< c C(!c.!+If3I)/m. r/2
ds(G(!!].) * (G(!!J,.) * G(m»))(g)

- 1 Jo b/2,t-s b,s b,s

for all t 2: 2 and 9 E G. But then it follows by repeatedly use of Proposition 2.10 that

G(m.) * (G(m.) *G(m)) < c G(m) * G(!!i) * G(!!i) *G(m)b/2,t-s b,s b,s - 2 b1,t-s b1,t-s b,s b,s

< c d m) * G(m.) * G(m)
- 3 bl,t b2,t b,s

< c G(!!J,.) *G(m) * G(m)
- 4 b3 ,t b3 ,t b,s

< G(m) G(m)
- Cs b-t * b t+s3, 4,

< c dm.) *G(m)
- S b3 ,t bs,t

uniformly for all t 2: 2 and s E (0, t/2]. Hence

ft/2 ds 1((AaJ{(m) ) * J{(m.}{3 * J{ )(g)1 < C t 1-(Ial+ I{3I)/m (G(m) * G(m»)(g) (15)Jo (t-s)/2 (t-s)/2 s - S b3 ,t bs,t

for all t 2: 2 and 9 E G.
To bound the contribution over the subinterval [t/2, t] we proceed similarly, although

there is one new problem with the left translations. It follows from the proof of Lemma
4.:3 of [ElR3] that there is a c > 0 and for all, E J(d') with lal ::::; III ::::; rial a function
f.,: G - R such that

L(h-1) AaL(h) = L f-y(h)A-Y (16)
lal~hl~rlal

and If-y(h)1 ::; c(lhl')hHa! for all, and h E G. (Since G is nilpotent the series expression
given in [ElR3] terminates after a finite number, at most r, of terms.) Therefore

i
t ds f dhlI<t(!:';(h) (AaL(h) A f31{s) (g)1

t/2 JG

:::; L it ds1dh IK t(!:'; (h) I If-y(h) 1I(A-Y AI3I<s)(h-1g)1
lal$;hl$;rlal t/2 G
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:::; c' L 1t
2 ds fa dh II<I:ol(h) I (Ihl')hl-Ial s-(liJIHYI)/!!!.(Gb:) * Gb:))(h-1g)

lal$hl$rlal /

:::; c"r(lal+liJl)/!!!. L it ds j dh lI<t(?-l(h) I(lhl's-1/!!!.)h'I-lal(Gb~) * Gb:))(h-1g)
lal$I'YI$rlal t/2 G

uniformly for all 9 E G and t > O. But for s E [tj2, t] one has s-1/m :::; (t - s)-1/!!!. and an
elementary estimate gives

uniformly for all t 2: 2, s E [tj2, tj and, with lad:::; 1,1 :::; rial. Thus

1;2 ds 1((Aa I<I:ol) * (At'I<s))(g) 1 :::; et-(\a
'
+'iJ l)/!!!.1;2 ds (Gb72s * (Gb:) * Gb:)))(g)

:::; c't1-('a'+'t'!)/~(Gb~l * Gb7»)(g) (17)

uniformly for all t 2: 2 because Gb~) can be bounded by a multiple of Gb~) for s E [tj2, t].
I I

Combination of (14), (15), (17) and Proposition 2.10.1 then gives the desired bounds. 0

Corollary 2.12 If k 2: 2 then there is a c > 0 such that

and
III<t - I<t(~) lit :::; crv

for all t 2: 1, where v = (mk-1 - mk)jmk.

Proof The first statement is an immediate consequence of the estimates of the Theo
rem 2.11. The second follows straightforwardly by integration of the estimates. 0

Remark The following example establishes that the exponent v in these asymptotic
estimates is optimal. Let G = R d and Hmj = I::::.mj/2, where I::::. = - 'L1=1 or Then

for :r E Rd. Thus one finds that

III<t - I<I~)lloo = lI<t(O) - I<t(~)(O)1

= (271"tdJde e-tl~I!!l.(1_ e-t(I€lml+...+I€lmk-I))

2: (271")-d Jdee-tl€I!!l.(1- e-tl€lmk-l)

= (271")-drd/~ f dry e-I'IJ!!!l. (1 _ e-t-"I77lmk- l )lRd .
2: (271")-drd/~ f drye-I'lJI!!l.(2-1rVlrylmk-l)

1b:l'lJl1nk
- 1 $e }
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for t 2: 1, where c > 0 is chosen small enough so that 1- e-r ~ 2-1, holds for all?, E [0, e].
Therefore one has an estimate IIKt - K;n 1100 2: c' t-vt-d/'!!l for t ~ 1. So the constant v is
optimal in this case. 0

Note that for self-adjoint operators the kernel is positive at the identity.

Corollary 2.13 If Hand Hm are self-adjoint then there is a c > 0 such that

for all t > O.

Proof By [ElR5], Corollary 2.4, one has an estimate Kt(m)(e) ~ cV(tt1/'!!l for all t > O.
Combining this with the first statement of Corollary 2.12, it follows that there exist c> 0
and T > a such that

for all t 2: T.
Alternatively, K t satisfies m-th order Gaussian bounds for t ::; T. Then by Corollary

2.2 of [EIR5] one obtains an estimate

for t ::; T. o

Although Corollary 2.12 indicates that J{t approaches I{t('!!l) asymptotically it cannot
be expected to be bounded by a Gaussian of order m uniformly for all t. We make this
state1nent precise.

Proposition 2.14 Suppose n E N\{I}. The following conditions are eq1/ivalent.

I. There exist b,c> 0 such that IKtl::; cG~~) f01' allt > O.

II. 11, = m = m or G is compact and n 2: m.

Proof "II=}I". If n = m = m then Condition I follows from [ERSl], Theorem 3.5.
Alternatively, assume G is compact. Then Condition I follows for t ::; 1 from Theorem
2.11 and Proposition 2.10.II. Next let b, c > 0 be as in Theorem 2.11 for la! = O. Then

for all t 2: 1 and 9 E G, where x = max{lgl' : 9 E G} and G is the Haar measure of G.

"I=}II" . For t > 0 set Lt = J{t/2 * f<t/2' where j{s(g) = K s(g-l). Then it follows
as in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [Dun] that there exists a c > 0 such that
Kt(e) 2: c V(t)-l/n for all t > O. On the other hand, it is a consequence of Theorem 2.1.II
and Proposition 2.10 that there is a c' > 0 such that Lt(e) ::; c' (V(tt 1/

m 1\ V(t)-l/'!!l) for
all t > O. These bounds are compatible for small t if, and only if, 11, 2: m. Moreover, they
are compatible for large t if, and only if, DInl, ::; Dim and this gives the two possibilities
of Condition II. 0

Note that the only compact nilpotent Lie groups are products of the tOfUS.
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3 General groups

Let G be a Lie group of polynomial growth and H a strongly subcoercive operator of
step r. In the previous section we established that if G is nilpotent and its Lie algebra
has rank r, or less, then H satisfies the strong Garding inequality (2). In particular H is
accretive. But for this nilpotency of G, or some more stringent assumption on the step of
subcoercivity, is essential. The conclusion can fail even for compact G if the step is small.

Let G = 50(2), the compact three-dimensional group of rotations. Thus 9 has a vector
space basis, i.e., an algebraic basis of rank 1, of elements aI, a2, a3 satisfying [at, a2] = a3,
[a2' a3] = al and [a3, al] = a2' Then G= G(3,1) = R 3 , by definition. Now consider the
self-adjoint operator

where A E R. It follows from the second expression for H that it is subcoercive of step 1
and homogeneous of order 2. The spectrum of H consists, however, of a sequence of
eigenvalues 1(1 + 1) - mA with 1 E No and m E Z with Iml ::; 1. Thus if A > 2 then
H has negative eigenvalues and certainly cannot satisfy a strong Garding inequality. In
fact the multiplicity of the negative spectrum can be made arbitrarily large by choosing A
sufficiently large.

This example has other interesting features. If A = 2 then H ~ 0 but it has two zero
eigenvalues corresponding to 1 = 0 = m and 1 = 1 = m. The first of these eigenvalues
has a constant eigenfunction but the second has a non-constant eigenfunction If'l. Since
(If't,Hlf'd = 0 but II Aiif'I 112 =I 0 for at least one i E {1,2,3} the strong Garding inequality
must fail for H. Specifically, IIAi5t112~2 = 0(1 Vr l

/
2) for all t > 0 and i E {I, 2, 3}. As

t -+ 00 the norms are attained by the eigenfunction corresponding to 1 = 1 = m and as
t -+ 0 their values are governed by the eigenfunctions with large 1= 21ml·

In the next section we consider Lie groups of polynomial growth which are a local direct
product of a connected compact Lie group J( and a connected nilpotent Lie group N. We
argue that this restriction is natural by the results of [Dun] and [ERS2]. If H is a strongly
subcoercive operator of step r with r E N satisfying the Garding inequality

Re(lf', HIf') ~ IJ 2: IIAalf'll~
lal=!!iI2

(which is weaker than the estimate (2)) and, moreover, if the kernel J( of the semigroup
generated by H satisfies Gaussian bounds

then it follows from the estimates

I(G1;l * G~;»)(g)l::; c'V(t)-1/!!le-bl (191')!!!.t-l)1/(m-l)

and the arguments in Section 2 of [Dun] that there exists a one-parameter family of cutoff
functions (1]R)R>l such that (3) is valid uniformly for all lal :::; m/2 and R ~ 1. But if G is
not a local direct product of a connected compact Lie group J( and a connected nilpotent
Lie group N then by Theorem 4.4 of [ERS2] these cutoff functions exist if, and only if,
m ::; 2.
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In the discussion of product groups the strong Carding inequality (2) for H is crucial.
On a general group it implies that H is maximal accretive and consequently has a bounded
Hoo-holomorphic calculus by [ADM], Theorem C. Therefore

for all t > O. Hence it follows from (2), with r.p replaced by Str.p, that

max IIAO:St II 2.....2+ max IIAO:St II 2.....2 :s: c' e 1
/
2

lo:l=m/2 \o:l::::!!lJ2

for all t > O. Then by the usual c, c 1 inequalities linking the powers of the Ai, i.e., the
inequalities

max IIAaepib :s: c;n2 -n1 max IIAI3r.p112 +cc;-n1 11r.p112
lal::::nl 1J3I=n2

which are valid for n2 > nt, c; > 0 and for all ep E C~(G), one deduces that

max IIAaSt112 .....2 :s: c (t-n/m 1\ e n/'!!],.)
lal=n

(18)

for a suitable c > 0, all n E {I, 2, ... ,m/2} and all t > O. These latter bounds are crucial
in the discussion of product groups.

4 Local direct product groups

In this section we assume that G = f{ x/N is a local direct product of a connected compact
Lie group f{ and a connected nilpotent Lie group N with Lie algebra of rank r. Moreover,
H is a strongly subcoercive operator of step l' and order m ~ 4. The example in Section 3 of
a second-order operator on a compact group demonstrates that one cannot expect to derive
good asymptotic bounds on the corresponding semigroup kernel or to deduce boundedness
of the Riesz transforms without further assumptions. Nevertheless one can characterize
these properties in simpler terms. We first consider the Riesz transforms.

Theorem 4.1 Assume H is accretive. Then each of the conditions in the following two
families, indexed by n EN, are equivalent.

In. There is a an > 0 such that

max IIAa S II ..... < a (t-n/m 1\ r n/m)lal=n t 2 2 - n

uniformly for all t > O.

lIn. For all 0' E J(d') with 10'1 = n and all j E {I, ... ,k} one has D(Hn/m j ) ~ D(Aa)
and there is a c > 0 such that

max IIAO:r.p112 :s: c IIHn/m j r.p112
1Cl'I=n

for all ep E D(Hn/m j ) •

.M01'eover, if H satisfies the strong Garding inequality (2) then all these conditions are
satisfied.
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Proof It follows from Condition IIn that

for all a with 10:1 = n and all j E {I, ... , k}. But since H is maximal accretive it has
a bounded Hoo-holomorphic functional calculus by [ADM], Theorem G. Consequently
IIHn/mjS't 112-+2 ::; c't-n/mj for all t > O. Condition In follows immediately. Next In implies It
by two applications of the inequalities (18) with suitable choices of c. The proof that II
implies IIn is essentially a repetition of the arguments used to prove Proposition 4.1 in
[ERS2]. Some extra argument is, however, required since H is not assumed to be self
adjoint.

First one proves the implication for a direct product I< x N and then uses structure
theory to lift the result to the local direct product. The latter argument is unchanged in
the current context and one only needs to verify the former. But on the direct product
one introduces a projection P onto the subspace of L2 formed by functions constant over
J<. This is defined by averaging over the compact component, i.e., averaging over J<.
Then Condition IIn is satisfied on PL2 by the results established for the nilpotent case in
Section 2. On (I - P)L2 one argues as in [ERS2], with the aid of II, to obtain spectral
estimates

IIHN(I - P)lf'112 2:: ItNII(I - P)lf'112

for some It > 0, some N E Nand alllf' E D(HN ). If H is self-adjoint this immediately
implies that H restricted to (I - P)L2 has spectrum in [It, 00) and hence

for all n E Nand alllf' E D(Hn). The general case is, however, covered by the following
spectral lemma for holomorphic semigroups on Banach space.

Lemma 4.2 Let H be the generator of a bounded holomorphic semigroup S. The following
conditions are equivalent.

I. There exist M 2:: 1 and w > 0 such that

f01' all t > O.

II. There exists It > 0 such that

fo·1' alllf' E D(Hn) and all n E N.

III. There exists N E N and v > 0 such that
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Proof I~ II. It follows by integration of S that H-1 is a bounded operator and

IIH-111 ::; 100

dt IIStl1 ::; Mw-1
.

Hence IIH-nll ::; (M/w)n and II is valid with J1 =w/M.
It is evident that II~III so it remains to prove that III~1.
First since S is uniformly bounded for all n E N there is a Cn > 0 such that

(19)

for aU <.p E D(HN+n) and c > 0 (see the proof of Lemma III.3.3 in [Rob]). Hence it follows
from III that

IIHN+n'Pli ~ (IJN - cnc-N)c-nll<.pll

for all <.p E D(HN+n) and all c > o. Therefore there is a If, > 0 such that

for all n E {a, . .. ,N -1} and <.p E D(HN+n). Another straightforward application of (19)
leads to the further conclusion that there are (7, r > 0 such that

for all n E {O, ... ,N -I}, <.p E D(HN+n) and A E C with IAI < r.
Secondly, let p(H) denote the resolvent set of Hand R(A) = (A1-Ht1 the resolvent for

all A E p(H). If S i~ bounded holomorphic in the sector ~(a) then C\~('ff /2 - a) ~ p(H)
and R is analytic in this set. But if AO E p(H) the Taylor series for RN around this point
can be rewritten in the form

R(A)N =E(N +1~ -1)(-\0 - AtR(Aot+n

= f: ~l (mN +n- 1) (AO _ A)(m-l)N+nR(Ao)mN+n
m=l n=O N -1

(20)

But if AO E (-r,O) then AO E p(H) and the previous estimates show that IIR(AO)mN+nll ::;
IIR(Ao)Nllm-11IR(Ao)N+nll ::; (7-mN. Therefore the series on the right hand side of (20)
converges for IA - AoI < (7/2 and defines an analytic extension RN of RN into the interior
of the ball Ba / 2 = {A E c: IAI < (7/2}.

Thirdly

St = (2'ffit1(N - I)! C(N-l)1dA e->.t(AI - H)-N

= (2'ffi)-1(N - I)! C(N-l)1dA e->.t RN(A)

where r is a positively-oriented contour in p(H), enclosing ~('ff/2 - a), which runs from
arg A = -( 'ff /2 - 0) - c to arg A = ('ff /2 - a) +E, with c E (0, a). This follows from the usual
Cauchy representation for S through integration by parts. Since, by the foregoing, RN has
an analytic extension to the half-plane Re A < 2- 1 (7 sin 0 one can deform the contour r so
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that it lies totally in the half-plane Re). ~ 4-1 0" sin O. It then follows from the integral
representation that one has bounds IIStl1 ~ M e-wt for all t ~ 1 with w = 4-1 0" sinO. As S
is uniformly bounded these bounds extend to all t > 0 with an enlarged value for M, i.e.,
Condition I is satisfied. 0

It now follows as in [ERS2] that Condition IIn is satisfied on (I - P)L2 • The result on
L2 is then pieced together from the results on the two components P L2 and (I - P)L2 •

Finally if H satisfies (2) then Condition h is satisfied by the discussion at the end of
Section 3. 0

The estimates of the second family of conditions in Theorem 4.1 can be rephrased as a
direct statement of the boundedness of appropriate Riesz transforms if the group G is not
compact. For example, combination of the equivalent Conditions IInm/ 2 and IInm}2 yields
bounds

max IIAC>H-n
/

2
112-+2 < 00

nm}2:$lad:$nm/2

for all n EN. Boundedness of the Riesz transforms is directly related to the existence of
good asymptotic bounds on the semigroup kernel. The most straightforward statement to
this effect is for self-adjoint H.

Theorem 4.3 Assume H is positive, symmetric. Then each of the conditions in the fol
lowing two families, indexed by n EN, are equivalent with each of the conditions in the
two families in Theorem 4.1.

IUn • There is a J.Ln > 0 such that

fo'/' all c.p E D(Hn).

IVn' There are b, c> 0 such that for each a E J(d') with lal = n

for all g E G and t > O.

Moreover, if one of the equivalent conditions is satisfied then there are b, c > 0 such that

for all 9 E G and t > O.

Proof Condition IInm/ 2 with j = 1 implies that

for all c.p E D(Hn). Similarly, Condition IInm}2 with j = k implies that
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for all 'fJ E D(Hn). Since IIi {:} IIj for all i,j E N this means that lIn =? Illn. But IIIn
implies II because

max IIAa Stllz-+z ~ cC
n

/
Z

lal:nm/Z

and then by use of (18) one deduces that

for all t > O. Similarly
max IIAiStll z-+z< crl/'!!1.

1:::;i$d' -

for all t > O. Thus Condition II is valid. Next IVn =? In by integration. Finally IIn
together with the strong Garding inequality lIlt implies IVn by the arguments used in the
nilpotent case. 0

It is not clear which condition on the coefficients of a non-symmetric operator H imply
that H satisfies the strong Garding inequality (2) on a local direct product group.

The next theorem states that as in Theorem 4.3 the strong Garding inequality (2)
implies Gaussian bounds for the kernel and all its derivatives.

Theorem 4.4 If H satisfies the strong Ca1'ding inequality (2) then for all a E J( d') there
exist b, c > 0 such that

for all 9 E G and t > O.

Proof The proof is as in the nilpotent case. Since (2) is valid Condition lIn of Theorem
4.1 holds and this implies the Gaussian bounds. 0

One can also estimate the difference between the kernel J{ and its asymptotic limit J{(m).

Theorem 4.5 Suppose both Hand Hm satisfy the strong Carding inequality (2). Let J{

and f{('!!l:J denote the kernels associated with Hand H m . Suppose k > 2 and set v =
(mk-l - 1nk)/mk. Then for all a E J(d') there exist b, c > 0 such that

for all 9 E G and t ~ 1.

Proof By Theorem 4.4 both the kernels f{ and J{(m) have Gaussian bounds for all its
derivatives. Then the proof of the theorem is almost a repetition of the proof of Theorem
2.11, but there is one difficulty with the decomposition (16), as there might be more terms
involved. Precisely, in the current situation one has

L(h-1
) AaL(h) = L f,y(h)A'Y

Jal$bl$rslal

instead of (16), where s is the rank of the algebraic basis.
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We sketch the proof of (21). One only has to consider the case where 10'1 = 1 and Igl' is
bounded away from 0, by Lemma 4.3 of [EIR3]. Let K and N be the connected compact
and nilpotent Lie group such that G is the local direct product of K and N, i.e., G = KN,
K n N is discrete and K and N commute. If i E {1, ... , d'}, the direction ai has a unique
decomposition ai = a~K) + a~N) with a~K) E eand a~N) E n, where eand n are the Lie
algebras of K and N. Then

for all k E K and n E N, since K and N commute. Now one can separately estimate each
of the two terms on the right hand side, where the estimate on the second term reduces to
an application of (16). We omit further details. 0

Let G = K x N be a direct product and assume H is positive, symmetric. Further let P
be the projection onto the subspace of L 2 (G) formed by the functions which are constant
over K. The key observation in the derivation of the kernel bounds is the spectral estimate

(22)

for all t > O. Now if the Haar measure on K is normalized such that 1](1 = 1 then the
semigroup S restricted to PL2 has a kernel K with

where ]{(N) is the kernel of S acting on L2 (N). If (22) is valid, e.g., if the equivalent
conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, one immediately has

IIKt - Ktll oo = IISt(I - P)IIt--+oo
::; IISt/411~--+ooIISt/2(I - P)112--+2 ::; c V(t)-l/1!!c e-wt

for suitable c, w > 0 and all t ? 1. Therefore the asymptotic form of K can be estimated
by the asymptotic form of K. But the latter is determined by the nilpotent component
and its form has been discussed in Section 2. Finally since K and K are both bounded by
a convolution of Gaussians, of order m and m, the difference K - K has a similar bound.
Combining this observation with the uniform bound on the difference one deduces that
there are c', w' > 0 such that

for all t 2: 1.
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